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the overall mood and polish of gran turismo 7 is good, but i often felt like the game was missing a few key ingredients. on the positive side, the cars are beautiful, the physics and graphics look great, and the game is as fun as ever. on the other hand, the menus feel
out of place and the dated visuals and presentation may turn players off. gran turismo 7 is without a doubt the best gran turismo yet, and will be an obvious choice for gamers looking for their next driving fix. game description: cars have always been the heart of the
gran turismo series. the first iteration of the game challenged players to master the art of driving. gran turismo 5 introduced new features that made the games even more accessible. both the gt academy mode and the playstation plus feature were first introduced
with gt5. gran turismo 6 brought online racing, drag racing, and the ability to race offline against the computer. it's true that you can get a lot of content in gt7 without spending any money, but like other games in the series, youll still need to work to unlock the full
game. spend $40 for the game (or purchase the platinum version), and youll have access to the gt pass, which grants access to gran turismo legends. legends lets you start a career as a professional racing driver, compete in an endurance race, or play any of the

other game modes. it also lets you race a ferrari and jaguar f1 car. you can also import your driver data from playstation network to use in legends. while i was excited to try the new features, i had a few concerns about gran turismo 7 as a whole. for one, there are
some cars that are apparently sitting in gran turismo 7, supposedly ready to be unlocked at some point in the future. there are some familiar cars like the ferrari 458 italia and a few other sports cars, but there are quite a few surprises as well. for instance, there are

a few cars that i didn't expect to see, such as a cadillac or even a mercedes-benz. while it will be interesting to see what these cars look like, it's pretty disappointing to see the cars that aren't supposed to be released for a while sitting in the game.
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the graphics in gran turismo 7 are very clean, though lacking detail compared to the high production value we see in certain racing games. the post-race super cinematics are very well done, though. the rear-view mirrors and the image from a car's head-up display
are very well done.gt7 will allow for the voice of the player to be heard over the in-game sound, with google's neural text-to-speech machine powering the engine. this engine is high-quality, allowing you to hear the driver talk at a decent volume. this chat option can
be accessed by holding l1 on the controller, which i only discovered when searching for music and looking for the voice option. i think sony should have implemented it during development, or at least warned players of its presence. gt7 contains 40 dynamic courses

(race and time trials), with 60 events, and 50 characters to customise your player, with added content and events. once you have completed your racing in one of the 40 courses and 50 events, customise your character to your heart's content, choosing between
three factions, three driving schools, and three tuned cars, which will allow you to take on new challenges, solve new puzzles, and race against new ai characters. gt7 allows you to race and test-drive more than 130 carsfrom over 35 manufacturers. the cars feature
from gt5 and gt6 is present in gt7. you will be able to navigate an interactive map, and you can access over 350,000 parts, which can be purchased in playstation store's used car dealership. these pieces are not 100% realistic and do not function as they should, but

the developers will not give up on this feature, as it is important to the gameplay. 5ec8ef588b
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